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Europe’s Muslims eye 2018 with concern
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

A

s Muslims in Austria
contemplate having farright nationalists in the
highest echelons of government with trepidation, others across Europe brace for
an uncertain 2018.
The presence of Austria’s antiimmigration, anti-Muslim Freedom
Party in government is part of an almost continent-wide trend that has
seen the normalisation of far-right
nativist discourse.
2017 was marked by pivotal elections in Europe, with polls in Austria, France, Germany, Holland and
the United Kingdom. However, the
feared rise of the populist far right
that Brexit and US President Donald
Trump’s election seemed to augur
in 2016 did not materialise. Farright candidates in France, Germany and Holland were defeated at the
ballot boxes.
The far right, however, did make
major gains. Marine Le Pen carried more than 20% of the French
electorate in the first round of the
presidential elections last April.
Even though she lost in the run-off
to Emmanuel Macron, more than
10.5 million voters backed her. This
was almost double the number who
voted for her father in 2002, the last
time a far-right National Front candidate got anywhere near the Elysee
Palace.
In Holland, Gert Wilders’ rightwing Freedom Party did not have
enough support to take it over the
top but it is the second-largest party
in the Dutch parliament. The same
applies to Germany’s federal elections during which the far-right Alternative for Germany (AfD) made
major gains, becoming the third
largest party in the Bundestag with
more than 12% of the vote. This is
the first time that a far-right party
has entered the German parliament
in more than 60 years.
The AfD’s election manifesto
had specifically singled out Islam,
saying it did not “belong” in Germany and represented a threat to
German society and values. Now
that the AfD has more than 90 MPs
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in the Bundestag, such worrying
anti-Muslim discourse is likely to
increase.
Two AfD MPs are under investigation for anti-Muslim messages. That
includes the party’s deputy leader,
Beatrix von Storch, who posted a
New Year message on Twitter about
“barbaric, Muslim, rapist hordes of
men.” As Germany’s large and historic Muslim community contemplate 2018 and beyond, it is natural
Muslims should feel more trepidation than before.
Anti-immigration and particularly anti-Muslim discourse has firmly
entered mainstream political discourse across Europe and that is not
likely to change soon.
With many European countries
bracing for the return of battlehardened jihadists fleeing the collapse of the Islamic State (ISIS) in
Iraq and Syria, such discourse can

be expected to increase.
There has always been a rise
of anti-Muslim rhetoric and antiMuslim incidents following terrorist attacks. Europe has seen a yearon-year increase in terror attacks
resulting in fatalities in recent years
and 2018 is not expected to buck
that trend.
The important thing is for Muslims to work with liberals and mod-
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erates at grass-root and national
levels to challenge reactionary discourse wherever it appears.
Yes, it is true that Muslim communities across Europe must do
more to condemn heinous terrorist
attacks, clamp down on extremist
ideology among their youth and
integrate with their non-Muslim
neighbours but it is also true that
traditional European communities
must resist the urge to scapegoat
“immigrants” or “the Muslims” as
the source of all their ills.
Perhaps one bright spot is the demographic trend that confirms that,
despite increasing hostilities, there
can be no doubt that Muslims remain and will increasingly become
a vital part of the European community.
Even if all migration to the continent were to immediately stop,
an estimated 30 million Muslims

would make up 7.4% of Europe’s
population by 2050, a November
Pew Research Centre report predicted. More likely, Muslims will
make up 10-20% of Europe by 2050.
With more Muslims living, working
and actively taking part in European
life, we hope we can look forward to
a more tolerant future.
One interesting revelation of the
United Kingdom’s Brexit vote was
that it was the areas with the least
migrants that were most afraid of
immigration. Multicultural cities,
such as London, Manchester and
Liverpool, were more likely to welcome and take pride in diversity.
As for the immediate future, however, there is still a lot of work to be
done. Europe’s Muslims are eyeing
2018 with concern.
Mahmud el-Shafey is an Arab
Weekly correspondent in London.

Bitcoin is the new hawala — no more, no less

T

he Egyptians, Saudis,
Turks and Lebanese
are officially frowning
on bitcoin, the cryptocurrency or electronic form of money
that almost no one but the very
nerdy (or the very volatile) would
seriously consider as an investment. The Indians are similarly
unimpressed, citing pretty much
the same reasons as the Lebanese,
namely that digital money carries
great risk of deception, fraud and
terrorist financing.
The irony is that almost all the
above peoples have historically
been big on hawala, the cashless
money transfer system invented
by Arabs centuries ago.
As far back as the late seventh
century, as Harvard academic
Frank Chester recounted in his
1896 paper, Arab businessmen
were executing promissory notes
or hawala with impunity. Chester
gives an example from the tenth
century Kitab al-Aghani of a
“young man of the Koreish
(tribe)” who came to someone
called Amru bearing “a document
to the amount of 20,000 dirhams
with Sa’ids’ own signature and
the signature of a freedman of his
upon it.”
Whoever Sa’id was, in this
instance he was recognised as the
legitimate transferor of a debt,
the young man was the legitimate creditor and Amru the
legitimate transferee. No one

thought the worse of any of them
for engaging in the transaction.
This remained the case for
hundreds of years, with hawala
getting new ballast in the 20th
century from diasporic networks
of Arabs and South Asians.
Now there is bitcoin, which may
best be understood as the new
hawala, with many of the same
strengths and weaknesses. As the
premier cashless money transfer
system of the 21st century, bitcoin
bypasses the traditional banking
system, middlemen, moneytransmitters and capital restrictions.
Just like hawala, bitcoin does
away with prohibitive commissions and currency exchange fees.
Unlike hawala, which generally
has no public (or even written)
record of transactions, bitcoin
does have some digital accounting for all to see. However, the
holders of bitcoin internet
addresses — i.e., those who send
and receive virtual money — as
well as their location remain
hidden.
Bitcoin’s similarity to hawala
explains official scepticism
towards it in many parts of the
9/11 world. In 2001 and again in
2002, UN Security Council
resolutions noted that hawala
made it impossible to tax or trace
“dirty money” and that such
transactions could potentially be
abused by criminal elements,
including Islamist radicals. Those

arguments against hawala are
now being reprised for bitcoin,
albeit in a slightly different vein.
In October, the governor of the
Lebanese central bank warned
that the digital currency could
spur cyber-crime. As 2018 began,
Egyptian Grand Mufti Sheikh
Shawki Allam said bitcoin carried
risks of “fraudulence, lack of
knowledge and cheating.” One of
his advisers, Magdy Ashour,
declared that the cryptocurrency
is “used directly to fund terrorists.” Saudi cleric Assim
al-Hakeem lamented that bitcoin
is “an open gate for money
laundering, drug money and
haram (forbidden) money.”
These are legitimate concerns.
What’s puzzling is the religious
tone of some of the objections.
The Egyptians, Saudis and Turks
have explicitly couched their
criticism of bitcoin as a matter of
faith. Egypt’s grand mufti said
bitcoin was “forbidden” by Islam.
This was echoed by a leading
Turkish religious body. The Saudi
cleric warned Muslims not to “get
involved in such dubious transactions… (because) this is not an
Islamic concept.”
It’s worth noting that no one
objected to hawala on religious
grounds until increased US
pressure after the terrorist attacks
of 2001 on the United States that
called the practice into question.
It is probably fitting that bitcoin
is causing so much virtual

confusion in the tenth year of its
existence as an online currency.
Ten is a respectable age for
something so ephemeral it’s hard
for a layman to even properly
understand the mechanics of a
bitcoin transaction. Until late last
year, when bitcoin’s value grew by
more than 1,000%, the currency
had been on the margins of
international commerce but
Japan has passed a law recognising bitcoin as legal tender,
seemingly opening a new world of
legal, cash-less monetary transactions sans borders and the
supervision of central banks.
The year ended with a craze for
all things bitcoin with a company
named Long Island Iced Tea
Corporation seeing its share price
rise nearly 300% after it
rebranded itself as Long Blockchain Corporation. “Blockchain”
is the technology that underpins
bitcoin. Bitcoin’s prospects may
have brightened further when
PayPal co-founder and Silicon
Valley investor Peter Thiel made a
major wager on the cryptocurrency perhaps in an attempt to
deliver on his ambition to create a
“new world currency.”
All of which may seem like a
coup for bitcoin but its growing
success appears to have provoked
an unexpected backlash from
Muslim clerics. Perhaps they feel
challenged to provide a religious
response to the new digital
reality.

